
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

WEEKLY BOARD REPORT Doug Brubaker, Ph.D.   
Superintendent of Schools 

 
Week of September 7, 2018 
 

Upcoming Dates 
 

Event Date Location Time 
Board of Education Work Session –  
NOTE LOCATION CHANGE 

9.10 Barling Elementary School 5:30 PM 

Board of Education Meeting 9.24 Service Center, Building B Auditorium 5:30 PM 

Vision 2023 Progress Report 10.26 Service Center, Building B Auditorium 8:00 AM – 1:00 PM 
Please contact Ms. 
Brooks about 
dropping by at some 
point, if you like. 
You may enjoy 
visiting during 
breakfast or lunch.  

ArSBA Region 4 Meeting 11.1 Mena HS Performing Arts Center, 
1200 Dallas Avenue, Mena AR 21953 

5:30 PM 

ArSBA Annual Conference 12.5-7 Little Rock Contact Ms. Brooks 

 
 
Enrollment and Financial Impact 

Enrollment for the district on day 16 (September 6, 2018 ) stands at 14,082. On this day last year, enrollment was 
14,170, a difference of 88 students.  
 
The demographer had predicted a decline for the next several years based on a decline in birthrates.  We also 
graduated a large senior class last year that was replaced by a smaller tenth grade. This decrease, at this point, is 
consistent with what the demographer predicted for this year.  
 
If the decrease in Day 16 enrollment of K-12 (compared to the same day enrollment in 2017) is reflected in the 
same decrease for our 3rd Quarter Average ADM later this spring, this is the calculation of lost revenue for 
FY2020: 
 
88 students (or decrease in 3Q Ave ADM) X $6,781 (FY19 Foundation Funding rate assumed to be the same in 
FY20) = 596,781 loss of Foundation Funds 
 
It is possible that we will see additional growth as the year progresses. The district experienced a decline of 132 
students in 2017 (compared to 2016) that became a drop of 3rd quarter average daily membership of only 90 
students. 
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This loss of Foundation Funds would be felt next year if this trend continues. Fewer teacher positions were 
replaced this year in anticipation of lower enrollment.  
 

Communication Update 
 

Addie Reith, a recent UAFS graduate and FSPS alum, has joined the Communication Team as a Communication 
Specialist this week. Her initial responsibilities will include visiting schools, meeting principals, identifying 
programs, projects, events and activities that can be promoted through the district social media channels and 
the District website. She will also be writing press releases and pitching school stories to news media. Her work 
will be designed to improve the visibility of district students, teachers, staff and schools and support our work 
toward becoming a premier school district.  
 

You may know that Instagram is a social media platform. 
Approximately 90% of users are younger than 35. One of 
Addy’s projects is to expand our Instagram presence in order to 
communicate more effectively with our parents and students. 
Below are a couple of pictures that she posted to Instagram 
this morning. They received forty hits within thirty minutes. 
That’s a great start! Please click on this link to learn more about 
Instagram.  
 
We are beginning to build the Millage Updates webpages. You 
can visit the page using the "$" global icon on the right-hand 
side of the FSPS home page. There isn't a lot there, yet. But, as 
projects begin, you and the community will be able to see 
photos, videos and details about our millage projects.  
 

Class Size Transfers: Background, Process, and 
Progress 
 
The practice of transferring students to balance class sizes  has 
been in place for over 31 years and is directly related to the 
Arkansas State Standards on Class Size restrictions which 
govern the number of students assigned to one teacher. In 
elementary grades, those standards currently require that 
Kindergarten classes be limited to 20 students per class, 1st – 
3rd grade classes be limited to 25 students per class and in 4th – 
6th grade classes to 28 students per class. 
 

In secondary settings, where students begin taking instruction 
from multiple teachers who specialize in specific curricular areas, the law limits each teacher to 150 on their 
cumulative class rosters. Exceptions to these limits are allowed in special areas of the curriculum such as music,  
 
 
 

https://www.brandwatch.com/blog/instagram-stats/
https://www.brandwatch.com/blog/instagram-stats/
https://www.fortsmithschools.org/domain/3901
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art, and physical education. However, for regular classroom instruction in core academic areas, the limits 
prevent any teacher from being responsible for instruction to an overwhelming number of students. This allows 

for more individual attention in this time of 
great diversity in abilities and needs. In 
addition, transfers are sometimes a result of 
too few classrooms available in a facility and 
no room on the campus for additional portable 
buildings. 
 
Class sizing is practiced at other large districts 

throughout the state as a result of over-enrollment at a particular campus. Springdale, Rogers, Conway, 
Russellville and Bentonville use similar methods to deal with over-enrollment at school sites when sufficient 
room is available at other school sites in the district. Growth and population changes, both within the district and 
into or out of a district, necessitate these adjustments when the available schools are operating near capacity. 
The process of initiating transfers to balance class sizes is not usually necessary in smaller districts. It is also not 
necessary to transfer as many students in districts served by larger elementary schools.  
 
The “neighborhood school” model for elementary schools practiced in Fort Smith resulted in 19 elementary 
schools of mostly small size. The size of FSPS elementary schools ranges from less than 300 students to just over 
600. Using data from the 2018-19 school year, Fort Smith had four schools with fewer than 300 students, eight 
schools with 300-399 students, six schools with 400-499 students, and two schools with 500-599 students. In 
recent years, enrollment at Sunnymede Elementary has surpassed 600 students. Currently, its enrollment is just 
under 600 students.  
 

Current FSPS  
School Sizes Number of Schools 

Less than 300 4 

300-399 8 

400-499 6 

500-599 1 

600 or more 0 

 
Decades of relatively slow growth and incremental building expansions have entrenched this model over time.   
Additional classrooms have been added to schools over the years. In more recent times, elementary schools in 
Fort Smith have operated at or near capacity with a percentage of students being transferred to other schools 
when sufficient space or personnel was not available at their home campuses. Fluctuations in the number of 
school-aged children in school attendance zones have complicated efforts to rebalance class sizes.  
 
The number of class size transfers has declined over the past several years. The overall trend is a decline in the 
number of students transferred.  It should be noted that class size transfers continue to occur as new students 
enroll throughout the year in grades that are already full at their home campuses.  The 208 students transferred 
at the beginning of this year represent 3.04% of the district enrollment in grades K-6. 

Class Size Limits in Arkansas 

Grade(s) Limit 

K 20 

1-3 25 

4-6 28 

7-12 150 
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The process of determining which students are transferred is based on the order in which the registration 
process was completed. In simpler terms, the last students to register are the first to be transferred. Parents and 
guardians are given date and time records that document when their original registrations were completed. The 
date and time of completed registration maintain a student’s place in line unless the student dis-enrolls to be 
home schooled or moves to another district. Transferred students are provided bus transportation from their 
home schools to the schools to which they were transferred (and back) each day. Parents may choose to use this 
service or transport the students themselves. These busses are known as “Elementary Transfer Busses.” Not all 
schools are on a bus route to and from other schools in the district, which further limits the choices of where a 
class-sized student can be sent if transportation is needed. 
 
As openings occur during the year, students are given the opportunity to return to their home schools in the 
same order, with those who registered first being given the first opportunity to return to their home schools. 
Students who have been transferred are not moved from the schools where they have been transferred for the 
rest of the year, regardless of any late enrollments at those schools, and are afforded the choice of returning to 
those school for an additional year if they choose. Transferred students who do not choose to return for a 
second year or have completed a second year at the schools to which they were transferred are rotated back to 
their home schools for the start of the following school year. If a student wishes to return to the school to which 
they were class sized after the second year, they must access that enrollment through an Attendance Area 
Exception (AAE) on the fourth day of school or within the first twenty days of a semester (Explained below). 
 

“Domino Effect” of Transfers 
 
Transferring of students is further complicated when schools who receive class sized students from outside their 
attendance areas are filled. Late enrollees sometimes have to be class sized to yet another location in spite of 
the fact that there were initially openings in their home schools. This causes a domino effect of on-going 
transfers. AAEs also contribute to this domino effect when in-district transfers fill a grade to capacity within a 
school and new enrollees arrive in that grade at that school during the year. 
 
Transferred students who are recalled to their home schools find those openings to return as a result of either 
students leaving their home schools as result of relocation or students requesting AAEs and leaving the schools 
they were class sized from. AAEs have traditionally been allowed starting on the fourth day of each school and 
running for twenty days each semester. AAEs allow any student to attend any elementary school in the district as 
long as there are currently open seats available in the school they choose. AAEs are not given into school/grades 
where students were class sized out until all class sized students have had an opportunity to return. Parents who 
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enroll students outside their attendance areas with AAEs are required to provide transportation to and from the 
chosen school. AAEs are popular when sufficient capacity is present at schools to allow them. 
 
Efficiency and Parent Choices 
 
The practice of class-size transfers also allows the district greater efficiency; the process helps to assure that all 
teachers in all grades have classrooms near capacity with average class sizes near the state standard limits. Some 
reduction in the number of students who have been class sized has occurred in the last two years through 
additional staffing and allowance of the average class sizes in each grade to be lower than the state limits. 
 
Every effort is made to allow parents the freedom to choose which school to which their children are 
transferred, limited only by those schools that have no openings in the specific grade needed. Also, effort is 
made to keep siblings and the transferred student together when room is available for all needed grades through 
a “sibling transfer”. The ability to accomplish this is heavily dependent on the number of open seats by grade 
through the district and the average class sizes we maintain. If all classes at all grades are near capacity, all 
transfers become more difficult as there are no open seats. 
 
Split Classes  
 
Another method for dealing with overfilled classes in multiple grades but preventing transfers is the use of split 
grade level classes. This allows over-enrollment in two grades to be combined in one classroom rather than 
transferring the students to other locations in the district. The use of this practice has been suspended during 
the last two years out of concerns about the complexity of one teacher teaching two grades equitably.    
 
School Choice 
 
Arkansas School Choice is a process created by the state legislature that allows students who live outside the 
Fort Smith School District to attend schools within the district. This process also allows FSPS students to attend 
school in another district. School Choice students are not allowed to enroll in Fort Smith Schools until one week 
after the first date allowed for all new resident students to enroll. 
 
In the recent past, students enrolled under School Choice have had limited options for enrollment at the 
secondary level. Up until 2015-16, high school enrollment of a School Choice student was limited to Northside 
because of capacity issues at Southside. As Northside enrollment increased to surpass Southside, both schools 
were open to School Choice. School Choice has been limited to Darby Jr. High since its beginning as a result of 
capacity issues at the other three junior high schools. 
 
No restrictions have been placed on school choice at the elementary level other than the later registration date 
and the requirement that enrollment will be limited to where there are spaces available. This year (2018-19) we 
currently have 23 first year school choice students. Seven of the new choice students are in high school and none 
are in junior high school. Sixteen of the new Choice students are elementary students.   There are 34 additional 
School Choice students who have been in Fort Smith Schools at least one year. Sixteen of these Choice students 
are high school students and 18 of them are elementary school students. None are junior high school students. 
This brings the total number of currently active School Choice students to 57 in the district K-12, which 
represents 0.4% of our enrollment of 14,082. 
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Going Forward 
 
Ideas going forward include the possibility of restricting which elementary schools are available for School Choice 
enrollment and/or attendance area exceptions as we’ve done in the junior high schools; use of a receipt that 
provides the date and time of registration completion; an audit process for the registration order used to make 
decisions about class size transfers. In addition, grade level reconfiguration -- moving sixth grade to middle 
schools and ninth grade high schools --should offer some relief in terms of facility capacities in the elementary 
schools. 
 
Lastly, the district could look at requesting a class size waiver from the ADE to allow for oversize classes with 
teacher’s being given a stipend supervising more students. Additional teaching staff could be added. This would 
lower class average size and be less efficient but would also result in less class size transfers. 
 

Class Size / Student Group Disaggregation 2018-19 
 
A breakdown of class size students based on student groups after five days of schools follows: 

Percentages represent district totals.  

Race   Number % 

Asian   9  3.80%  

Black   56  23.63% 

Latino   38  16.03% 

Native American 4  1.69%  

Pacific Islander 0  0%  

White   113  47.68% 

Two or More  17  7.17%  

Sample size was 237 for the district on Aug. 21, 2018. Sample size is important to be sure that data results are 
dependable. When small samples of data are used there is the danger of assuming too much from them as 
results can be skewed. For example, with a sample size of 237, three students, potentially from one family, could 
result in a full percentage point of change. (3/237 = 0.126 = 1.3%). At the school level this is even more 
pronounced when if only 10 students were class sized, each student represents 10% of the total. In addition, 
when one student from a family is transferred, the family may choose to also have any siblings moved to the 
new school, too. This results in a greater number of students moving than was necessary but is of value to the 
family wanting all students at one school. 

When we have completed our Oct. 1 count and census we will have district student group data to compare with 
this data set. 

Classroom Pepper Spray Safes: Vendor Meeting 
 
Dr. Morawski and I met with a representative of a local company that is starting production of a pepper spray 
safe for use in schools. We had the opportunity get more information and ask some important questions. We will 
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continue to study how this and other strategies may fit into our overall school security upgrade strategy. Once 
the new Director of Security and Facilities is hired, we will want for him/her to be engaged in these discussions 
and involved in the preparation of any new recommendations that could brought to the Board.  
 
There will continue to be a lot of vendor interest in our district because of the passage of the millage. Thank you 
for continuing to refer vendor contacts to me.   
 

Arkansas College of Osteopathic Medicine Community Health Education 
 
Health education classes at our two high schools will partner with the Arkansas College of Osteopathic Medicine 
(ARCOM) to enrich the curriculum for high school students who are taking a health class. As a part of their 
community health education outreach plan, ARCOM will provide second-year medical students the opportunity 
to interact with our students by teaching lessons from a nationally recognized curriculum. The proposed 
curriculum has been used successfully by other medical schools across the nation. Each lesson can be delivered 
in a class period and includes interactive activities designed to help students internalize the learning. Topics will 
range from understanding the ingredients in energy drinks to smart snacking. 
 

Alternative Methods of Instruction (AMI) Update 
 
An Alternative Methods of Instruction (AMI) plan has been developed and will be submitted to the Arkansas 
Department of Education before the September 15th deadline. The plan allows districts to develop contingencies 
in response to the threat of inclement weather. School closures are typically the result of winter weather and the 
associated travel hazards it creates. As a result of modern forecast methods, meteorologists are able to predict 
with a higher degree of accuracy the probability of winter weather. When these predictions are made, districts 
who are approved to utilize their AMI are able to assign student work that will be missed ahead of time. Students 
then have a preset number of days to complete and submit the work that was missed. Pupil attendance is 
verified upon the completion and submission of assigned work.           

 
FSPS Summer Reading Camp Recap: Multiple Grade Level Gains 

 

The success of the Summer Reading Camp exceeded our expectations in many ways.  The goal to improve each 
student’s reading scores by one grade-level was accomplished with most participants making multiple grade-
level gains.   
 
The FSPS Summer Reading Camp was piloted to provide intensive reading instruction to 7th grade students 
attending Darby Junior High and Kimmons Junior High and 5th and 6th grade students attending Sunnymede, 
Sutton, Spradling, Morrison, Trusty, Howard, Pike, and Tilles elementary schools.  The 40 students invited to 
attend the camp were selected by the principal of each building from students identified as scoring in the 25th 
percentile and below in Reading on the 2016-2017 ACT Aspire Summative Assessment.  Of the 40 students 
invited to attend, 34 were present the first day, with the camp celebrating 31 graduates on the last day. 
 
The camp was held at Spradling Elementary (where breakfast and lunch were served) during the month of June.  
The camp began at 8:00 each morning and ended at noon, Monday through Friday, Students received four, 50-
minute sessions daily, in either the Lindamood-Bell Seeing Stars or Visualizing and Verbalizing programs.  The 
program of instruction chosen for the students was based on analysis of each student’s pre-testing assessment 
results.  Students were placed in groups of five, with other students of similar need.  For instance, if the student’s 
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need was determined to be a weakness in decoding, they were placed in a Seeing Stars group.  If the need was 
determined to be comprehension, they were placed in a Visualizing and Verbalizing group.  Teachers trained in 
both programs provided the instruction with the support from Lindamood-Bell’s virtual coaching consultants, 
rotating between groups after each session. 
  
Post-test data revealed large standard score gains after only 60 hours of instruction and clearly demonstrated 
the effectiveness of this type of intensive, targeted instruction.  Through the Lindamood-Bell virtual coaching, 
teacher expertise in delivering the Seeing Stars and Visualizing and Verbalizing programs increased significantly.  
However, these successes pale in comparison to the impact the camp made on the academic future of the thirty-
one participants who gave up a month of their summer vacation.  Lives were changed and doors were opened 
for some of our most at-risk students.  That’s the true measure of success! 

 
Seeking Grants 
 
There is an RFQ posted for grant writing services.  
 
We have also identified some potential grant opportunities.  
 
The article FSPS Summer Reading Camp Recap: Multiple Grade Level Gains describes a successful pilot project 
focused on raising student achievement. There will also be an update about this project at our work session on 
September 10. We are pursuing grant funding to support a 2019 Reading Camp as well as an After-School 
Program and an In-School Program that uses this model that would utilize the same instructional strategies 
developed by Lindamood Bell. These projects address Vision 2023 action steps in several strategic goals including 
Instruction, Staffing, and Equity. We will share more information in the weeks and months to come.  
 
We are also working on a grant from the U.S. Economic Development Administration (EDA), a bureau within the 
U.S. Department of Commerce that awards grants for projects that “Effectively address the creation and 
retention of high-quality jobs” for the CTC. Typical award amounts are $1-2 million.  
 
We will also be reconvening the Wellness Action Team to take look at a couple of their action-step 
recommendations. There are several grant opportunities available in this area and we will be developing a 
proposal with their guidance.    
 

 
Vision 2023 Progress Report Scheduled for late October 
 

We are looking forward to hosting the Vision 2023 Strategic Planning Team from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. on October 26 
in the Service Center Auditorium. Dr. Kevin Castner and Dr. E. Wayne Harris will be here to facilitate 
conversations about FSPS progress toward the goals that were established at this time last year. You are invited 
to join us that morning for breakfast or lunch. Or, if your schedule permits, please feel free to join us for the 
morning’s reports and discussions.  
 

Flu Shots for Students  

In a collaborative effort between Fort Smith Public Schools and the Sebastian County Health Department, we 
will, again, offer flu shots for students this fall. 

https://www.fortsmithschools.org/Page/233
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Secondary students will be able to get a flu shot at school during the school day. The schedule is as follows: 
Chaffin – Tuesday, Oct. 30, 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m., Darby – Thursday, Oct. 25, 12 p.m. to 2 p.m., Kimmons – 
Wednesday, Oct. 31, 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m., Ramsey – Wednesday, Oct. 31, 8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m., Northside – 
Thursday, Oct. 25, 8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m., Southside – Tuesday, Oct. 30, 8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m., Belle Point – 
Thursday, Oct. 25, 11 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 

Elementary students will have access to flu shots via two flu shot clinics to be held on Oct. 19, a staff 
development day. The will be located at Northside from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in the Activity Center and at 
Southside from 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. with a location to be determined. 6 FSPS school nurses will attend each 
of these clinics to assist with the shots.  

Parents will also be allowed to get shots at any of the clinics 

ADE Professional Learning Communities Update 
 
An RFP for vendor services has been developed and placed on the school district website. The RFP submission 
deadline for interested vendors is September 14th. We are experiencing considerable interest from several 
potential vendors who have asked questions regarding the proposal submission process. The purchasing 
department is compiling a list of frequently asked questions that will answered and posted to the site for each 
vendor to reference as they prepare their proposals. We are confident that a model will be designed and 
implemented in a manner that replicates the successes we continue to experience at Ballman and Spradling. 
Input from the two pilot schools and the ADE will continue to be valuable as we work on this project.     
 

National Merit Scholars (Superintendent Scholars) 
 
In an effort to reach underrepresented students in FSPS and underrepresented colleges, the Curriculum and 
Instruction team has investigated what other districts are doing to meet the needs of students with National 
Merit Scholar potential.  Currently, the PSAT is administered in grade 10 to each sophomore at our high schools. 
The PSAT is a preliminary screener used to predict performance on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).  While 
Arkansas is considered an “ACT state,” the SAT is recognized nationally by many colleges and universities. 
Students who perform well among high school peers on the SAT are distinguished as National Merit Scholars. We 
believe we are missing many students who would otherwise qualify for this distinction if provided testing 
strategies to improve their performance.   
 
We are planning to identify the top seventy performers on the PSAT test which will be administered later this 
fall. These students and their parents will then be invited to a reception in March at which the students will be 
designated as Superintendent Scholars. Students will also receive an invitation to participate in a PSAT Academy 
for four days in June. As a follow-up to the June training, a six-week window of preparation will be provided in 
the fall semester of their junior year. Our goal is to provide testing tips and strategies needed to raise the scores 
of these students on the PSAT, thus qualifying them as National Merit Scholars. Based on the experience in other 
districts, we believe that this initiative will result in the growth in the amount of scholarships earned by FSPS 
students.  
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.fortsmithschools.org/Page/233
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Scoreboard Update (Northside) 

 
Northside students and personnel continue to expand their knowledge on operating the system as they strive to 
provide memorable experiences for patrons who attend the games. The comments received by our stakeholders 
have been extremely positive.  

 
Scoreboard Update (Southside) 

 
The scoreboard at Southside is installed and the wiring is complete. Team members from Daktronics are on site 
and are hopeful to have the videoboard operational by the end of the week. Southside staff members were 
trained on operating the system last week when the Northside staff received its training.  

 
Adult Education Residential Construction Apprenticeship Program Year II 
 
Our Residential Construction Apprenticeship program expanded during the 2017-18, and we have added a 
second class for 2018-19 as of August 20. Our Residential Construction Apprenticeship Program (RCAP) is offered 
in partnership with the Greater Fort Smith Association of Homebuilders. This program is an 18 month, 288 hour 
program. Skills taught include:  
 

• Building walls 
• Installing roof joists, rafters and trusses 
• Laying roofs with plywood and shingles 
• Insulating, weather-stripping and caulking 
• Installing doors, windows and siding 
• Laying wood floors and stairs 
• Installing interior finish and trim 
• Installing cabinets and countertops 
• Building forms for concrete 
• Using green building techniques to reduce resources, conserve energy, increase durability of structures 

and improve indoor air quality 
 
Students work full-time for area construction companies and attend classes one night a week. Our adult 
education teacher co-teaches math and soft skills in conjunction with the RCAP instructor. 
 
More details: fortsmithhomebuilders.com 

 
Millage 2018 Progress Update 

  
We have finalized negotiations with Hoar Program Management (HPM) to assist with planning, execution, and 
monitoring of the Millage 2018 Projects. The negotiated not-to-exceed cost equals 3.9 percent in consulting fees 
over the life of the projects. In prior experience in other districts, this service has cost up to 6 percent. 
Construction estimates prepared for the Citizens Committee included 7 percent for project management fees. 
 
In the board meeting, Dr. Morawski estimated a cost of up to 3 percent because negotiations had not yet begun 
and he wanted to negotiate the best price for the district. The majority of the fees reflect the cost of experienced 

http://fortsmithhomebuilders.org/
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staff with construction and engineering experience to monitor projects and attend design and construction 
meetings on a daily basis in the district. 

 
District Boundary 
 
I am continuing to work on some boundary questions with Arkansas GIS and the Sebastian County Assessor’s 
Office.  

 
Video Production Update 
 
Northside and Southside football has used radio and video production via the athletics app, to provide fans a 
way to follow games. This summer, the Northside football radio provider, Life 98.7 FM, proposed expanding the 
broadcast production. They will continue to use Life 98.7 FM for the radio broadcast as well as the Northside 
Grizzlies Athletic App for video production, but Life 98.7 FM wishes to expand their production.  The proposal 
will include upgraded video production, additional cameras, additional reporting staff, and full integration of the 
game experience. Life 98.7 FM will join with the Northside Television Production class to produce a game 
experience capable of being placed on cable television. Northside students will be involved in the production, 
the camera operation, and technical aspects of broadcasts. The productions will also integrate into the 
videoboard at the stadium. This project was initiated by Life 98.7 FM.   
 
Currently at Southside, Spirit 106.3 FM broadcasts all Southside football games. We are under contract with Sprit 
106.3 FM to do our broadcasts. Spirit 106.3 FM currently does not have capabilities of conducting an integrated 
video broadcast similar to the proposal provided by Life 98.7. Southside EAST Lab class does a video production 
for each game and streams the radio broadcast concurrently with the video. If Spirt 106.3 FM does not want to 
work on the video production of games, Life 98.7 FM has expressed an interest in broadcasting both Northside 
and Southside games in the future.   
 
The goal of upgraded video and radio broadcasts will allow the Athletic Department to increase visibility of both 
athletic programs. The Athletic Department will be able to generate additional revenue through advertising sales 
and increased exposure.  Eventually, the goal of the video production will allow both Northside and Southside 
to have a presence on radio, on the web, on mobile devices, and on television. No matter where our teams 
play, a patron can watch the game.     

 
Technology 
 
Active District Projects 
 
1.  Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) Investigation 
 
Budget: N/A 
Actual Expenditures: N/A 
 
Notes:  A district leadership team met with a team from Synergetics on July 26, 2018.  This meeting was designed 
to gather information about current VOIP options.  A list of all current phone equipment has been provided to 
Synergetics.  They are compiling price estimates at this time. 
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2.  1:1 Chromebook Rollout for 2018-2019 
 
Budget: N/A 
Actual Expenditures: N/A 
Quantity Purchased: Approximately 3800 
Schools: All 
 
Notes:  Chromebooks are currently being transported between elementary schools to ensure enrollment needs 
are met.  Chromebook parts are being ordered for repair needs that may arise between now and the Winter 
Break. 
 

Active Campus Projects 
 
1.  Service Center - Board Meeting Recording 
 
Budget: Approximate budget is $17,500 
Actual Expenditures: $16,432.22  
 
Notes:  The system is fully functional in the Hearing Room and the Auditorium, and it has been tested. 
 
2.  Service Center – Access Control Building A and B 
 
Budget:  Approximate budget is $26,500  
Actual Expenditures: N/A 
 
Notes:  Dunk Fire was on site on 9/5/18.  Preliminary wiring has begun on Building B, and the interior doors of 
Building A were assessed. Dunk Fire will return next week to continue the wiring process. The ETA for completion 
of this project is the end of September. This completion date is dependent on the arrival of equipment. Dunk Fire 
will continue to work on site to complete the preliminary installation work ahead of the equipment arrival. 
 

Staffing 
 

Certified Positions Number of Openings Locations and Content Area 

Title I Education Specialist 1 Tilles 

Director of Security and facilities 1 District 

   

Total Open Certified Positions 2  

   

Certified Positions Absorbed Positions  Locations and Content Area 

Absorbed Positions  7 Cook – K-6 

Sunnymede – K-6 (2)  

Spradling – K-6   

NHS - SPED  

Parker Center – ELL Secretary 

Elementary – GATE Teacher 

 

Total Absorbed Positions 7  
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Positions to Absorb: 
ELL Secretary (Parker Center) 
GATE Teacher (K-6) 
 

 
Buildings and Grounds Weekly Update 

 
Active Campus Projects 

 
Current and Future Project Bids 
 
-Rogers Center Porch Renovations 
 Original Estimate:  $44,634 
 Architect: MAHG (Fees = $6,097.50) 
 Contractor: Naholz 
 Notes: Start date around September 5 with completion around November 5. 
 
 
Completed Projects 
 
-Howard Fence Repairs 
 Original Estimate:  $910 
 Actual Costs: $910 
 Architect: none 
 Contractor: LT Fence and Ranch Services LLC 
 Notes: This project is to repair fence damaged by DUI driver. 
  Expense is below insurance deductible.  
  Paid from operations.  Listed due to school visibility. 
  B&G instructed to proceed on July 24, 2018 
  Completed August, 2018 

 
-Kimmons Bat Removal & Remediation 
 Original Estimate:  $19,792 
 Actual Costs: $19,195 
 Architect: none 
 Contractor: Snyder Environmental 
 Notes: Snyder previously provided similar service for Kimmons. 
  Paid from operations.  Listed due to school visibility. 
  B&G instructed to proceed on August 2, 2018 
  Completed August, 2018 

 
-Darby Bat Removal & Remediation 
              Actual Cost: $3,124 
              Architect: none 
              Contractor: Snyder Environmental 
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              Notes: Bats and bat droppings were found in the elevator room on the 3rd floor.  
  Completed August, 2018 

 
Athletics Update 
 
 

Beginning with the 2018-19 school year, FSPS Athletic Department has paired with RankOne Sports to organize 
and maintain an online data storage for all of our health documents.  RankOne Sports will provide an encrypted 
site that is FERPA and HIPPA approved for all medical documents of our athletes.  Parents will have the ability to 
go online or use a mobile device to complete all of the required documents for athletic participation.  In addition 
to medical document storage, coaches will no longer have to carry all medical paperwork with them when they 
travel.  Coaches will have access to the documents online.  If the need arises to send a student for medical 
attention, coaches will be able to immediately send all medical documents to the hospital or specific 
doctor.  Finally, coaches will be able to track additional information such as inventory, athletic metrics, and any 
additional items they would like to track.  This system provides us a one stop for athletic document storage and 
the ability to maintain information in a secure site.  FSPS joins Fayetteville, Siloam Springs, & Lincoln using 
RankOne for their document storage.  
 
FSPS Athletics has partnered with Mascot Media (our ticket provider) and GoFan (online ticket company) to start 
offering online ticket service for all of our varsity football games.  This next week, letters will be sent out to all of 
our current season ticket holders to make them aware it is time to renew their season tickets.  In the past, 
patrons have sent their ticket request back in to the athletic office and we have manually added their request to 
a board.  With GoFan, these requests will be done online.  Once our season ticket holders make their request 
and payment, it will be processed and season tickets can be sent to them one of two ways.  We can send them a 
hard copy of tickets or they can download their tickets.  
 
In addition to purchasing season tickets, we will offer general admission tickets to all of our varsity games via our 
athletics app and GoFan.  Fans will be able to purchase the tickets online and skip the line at the game.  They will 
walk right up to the ticket taker, scan their tickets, and walk right in.  
  
Finally, we will be scanning tickets this year.  The process of scanning will allow us to get a count of how many 
patrons we have at a game.  It will not account for patrons who use passes not associated with our system, but it 
will give us a number of paying customers.  

 
Baseball and Softball Fields 
 
Our Director of Athletics, Dr. Darren McKinney, has been approached by Mr. Rick Carlisle, a Ramsey parent, to 
request permission to fundraise for the purpose of turfing the baseball and softball fields that Southside High 
School leases at Evans Boys and Girls Club. The project will impact boys’ and girls’ teams equitably.  


	Upcoming Dates
	District Boundary
	I am continuing to work on some boundary questions with Arkansas GIS and the Sebastian County Assessor’s Office.

